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BACKGROUND 
Despite advances in processing power, new software algorithms, and better microphones, 
poor and unreliable performance in real-life environments has relegated speech 
technologies to marginal penetration of very large and growing markets. Some analysts 
estimate that automatic speech recognition (ASR) has achieved a mere 15% to 
20% of its market potential. 
THE SOLUTION 
When NovoSpeech began developing its ASR engine a little over two years ago, the first 
thing we did was analyze the performance bottlenecks inherent to the existing speech 
recognition solutions and re-examine the approaches that were being applied. This 
meticulous, out-of-the-box thinking led us to develop new algorithms, to improve existing 
ones and to “import” algorithms from other disciplines — all resulting in a proprietary, robust, 
speaker-independent ASR engine with extraordinary recognition accuracy rates. The 
NovoSpeech ASR platform provides the kind of consistently superior user experience that will 
allow speech recognition to penetrate mass markets. 
THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 
• Recognition accuracy: Exceeding 95% even in real-life (noisy) environments 
• Speaker-independent: Accurate identification of words spoken by any person 

regardless of gender, accent, or speaking style 
• Command/name recognition: Unique ability to accurately recognize short utterances 

such as commands or names 
• Deployment on devices with low computational ability: Excellent performance 

even with limited on-board processing resources 

INITIAL PRODUCT: VOICE-COMMAND ENGINE FOR LOW-END ARCHITECTURES 
NovoSpeech’s advanced ASR engine is poised to bring speech recognition mainstream. Its 
first product, Pulsar1000™, provides a high-performance speech recognition interface for 
deployment on low-end architectures such as the Bluetooth care (BC05). Pulsar1000 provides 
a robust voice activation solution for mobile handsets, apps, Bluetooth devices, and home 
appliances through a predefined set of short utterances, such as voice commands. 
The first licensing agreement has been signed for Pulsar1000™ for a Bluetooth in-car 
hands-free device and other agreements are in the pipeline. With an estimated 220 million 
Bluetooth headsets sold worldwide in 2011, this application alone represents a significant 
opportunity for NovoSpeech. More importantly, it will serve as a penetration strategy to the 
ever-growing voice application opportunity in the telephony, automotive, infotainment, and 
smart home markets. 
PRODUCT ROAD MAP 
NovoSpeech is currently developing two additional products: 

• Quasar1000™: Provides the ideal speech recognition solution for applications whose 
speech interface cannot be encapsulated into predefined vocabularies (as in Pulsar1000) 
but do not require the unlimited vocabulary capabilities of Stellar1000 (see below). 
Quasar1000 will be ready for evaluation during Q2 2012. 

• Stellar1000™: For “classic” continuous-speech recognition; currently in research stage. 
SPEECH AND LEARNING DISORDERS 
After evaluating a number of speech recognition partners, the Gertner Institute of the Sheba 
Medical Center chose NovoSpeech as its speech technology partner because of its ability to 
design a proprietary ASR engine exclusively for speech therapy that can “understand” 
and convert the spoken words, even when articulated incorrectly. A newly formed joint 
venture will develop and market Web-based, multilingual SAAS applications, initially for the 
evaluation and treatment of dysarthria and dyslexia. 

FUNDING 
NovoSpeech seeks $2 million to accelerate product development, to support sales efforts, 
and to expand the IP portfolio. 

KEY PERSONNEL 
Tina Ornstein, CEO: More 
than 20 years executive-level 
experience in management, IT 
professional services, business 
development, marketing, and 
sales 

Dr. Yossef Ben Ezra, CTO: 
Extensive research experience 
in speech and image 
processing; published numerous 
papers and received many 
academic awards; Dean of 
Engineering at Holon Institute 
of Technology; Ph.D., physics, 
Tel Aviv University 

Eran Aharonson, Advisor: 
Led an Israeli speech- and 
handwriting-recognition 
company to a successful exit 
(acquisition by Nuance); 
extensive experience and 
contacts in the global industry 

COMPANY STATUS 
Founded: 2008 

Investors: The Trendlines 
Group, Maryland/Trendlines 
Israel Fund, private investors 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
Filing 3 patents to cover key 
innovations to date: 

• Virtual microphone array 

• Unique large-vocabulary 
search algorithm 

• Audio+imaging method for 
capturing natural speech 

MILESTONES 
Q1 2012: First smartphone 
application 

Q2 2012: Release of first 
product with NovoSpeech’s ASR 
engine embedded in the 
Bluetooth BC05 IC 

Q1 2013: Limited release of 
first speech therapy application 
(adult dysarthria) 


